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Abstract.

Functional-differential

equations of the form

Hit) = -J0'¿(f-T)*(ll(T))dT+/(/,ll(0)

are considered. Here u(t) is to be an element of a Hubert space 3t, A(t) a family of
bounded symmetric operators on 3? and g an operator with domain in Jf. g may be
unbounded. A is called strongly positive if there exists a semigroup exp St, where S
is symmetric and {Si, f ) S —m |¡í ¡|2,m > 0, such that A * = A —exp St is positive, that is,

£(KO,J"oV(/-tMt))</têO,
for all smooth v(t). It is shown that if A is strongly positive, and g and/are suitably
restricted, then any solution which is weakly bounded and uniformly continuous must
tend weakly to zero. Examples are given of both ordinary and partial differentialfunctional equations.

1. Introduction. This paper concerns a class of nonlinear
ential equations. A prototype for this class is the equation
(1.1)

functional-differ-

ù(t)=-^a(t-T)g(u(T))dr.

This equation has been the subject of a great deal of work, primarily that of Levin
and Nohel. The main goal is to obtain conditions on a and g which guarantee that
all solutions tend to zero as t tends to infinity. The first result in this direction [9]
asserts that asymptotic stability holds if ug(u) is positive when «#0 and a is completely monotone, that is,

(1.2)

a'(t) ¿ 0,

(- l)ka*>(0 ^0,

k = 0,1,2.

This result was improved in [8] where it is shown that (1.2) need hold only for
&= 0, 1, 2, 3. More recently Hannsgen [6] has shown that (1.2) need hold only for
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k=0, 1, 2. At the same time it has been shown that one can obtain some stability
results for the perturbed equation

(1.3)

ù(t) = -£

a(t- r)g(u(r)) dr+f(t, u(t)).

All of the results of Hannsgen, Levin and Nohel were obtained through the use
of Lyapunov functions. There was however one paper, by Halanay [4], which
attempted to treat (1.1) by different methods. Halanay asserted asymptotic stability
of the zero solution of (1.1) under assumption (1.2), k = 0, 1, 2. Halanay's proof is
incorrect at several places. However, it seems to us that the proof contains an idea
of great interest and importance. It is this idea which is developed in the present
paper and we proceed to describe it here in a general way.
One can show that if g satisfies certain conditions and a is a positive kernel, that
is, for any he C[0,co),

(1.4)

q(T;h) = f h(t) f a(t- r)h(r)dr dt ^ 0,
Jo

Jo

for all T, then all solutions of (1.1) remain bounded for all t. It is known that a is
a positive kernel if its Laplace transform â(s) satisfies the condition

(1.5)

Rea(O>0

in Re í > 0.

It can be shown (see §4) that (1.2) for A:= 0, 1, 2 implies (1.5) and hence stability
of the zero solution of (1.1). Halanay's idea was that, in fact, (1.2) for k=0, 1, 2
implies something stronger than (1.4) for a and hence yields asymptotic stability.
He attempted to show that if (1.2) holds for k=0, 1, 2 then for some positive e
and a the kernel ä(t) = a(t) —ee~at is still positive. This has the effect of sharpening

(1.4) to

(1.6)

\Th(t) Ça(t-r)h(r) drdt^~ l2(T)+ aeÇ L2(t)dt

where

l(t) = i" c-««-'>A(t)dr.
It turns out that the rather curious estimate (1.6) is sufficient to yield asymptotic
stability of solutions of (1.1). Halanay's proof that e and a can be found is incorrect.
However he had what we believe is the essential idea, namely that what is necessary

is roughly that (1.5) be sharpened to
(1.7)

Re â(s) > 0 on Re s = 0,

s ¿ 0.

In this paper we both clarify and extend Halanay's idea. When it is properly
phrased it becomes clear that it can be extended to systems of equations and even
to certain partial differential equations. Thus we phrase the whole theory on a
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Hubert space 3t? allowing g to be an unbounded operator but requiring a to be
bounded and linear. The essential idea is to extend the inequality (1.6), which we
term strong positivity. In the general setting the role of e~at is taken over by a
semigroup whose infinitesimal generator is negative definite.
We apply the notion of strong positivity only in very special cases. However the
theory seems to us to be of sufficient interest on its own to warrant a more general
discussion on Hubert spaces and we present this in sections two and four. The
discussion centers around the Laplace transform of the kernel a and we show that
(1.7) is indeed the key requirement. We show that (1.2) for k = 0, 1, 2 is sufficient
for strong positivity on finite dimensional spaces but not in general. On the other
hand we consider the case R1 in detail and show that (1.2) is in no sense necessary.
In fact we show that there exist oscillatory kernels, for example e~* cos /, which are
strongly positive and also that there are strongly positive kernels which become
infinite at / = 0. The main tool for applications, which we obtain in §2, is what we
call the weak stability principle. This states that ifh(t) is weakly bounded and weakly
uniformly continuous int^O andq(T; h) is bounded for all T then h must tend weakly
to zero as t tends to infinity.
In §3 we present a discussion of the generalized equations (1.1) and (1.3). We
distinguish between positive and strongly positive kernels, showing that, roughly
speaking, positivity yields stability while strong positivity yields asymptotic
stability. Our main result is of a conditional nature and has the following general
form. If a is strongly positive and u is a solution 0/(1.3) such that g(u) is weakly
bounded and weakly uniformly continuous then g(u) tends weakly to zero as t tends

to infinity.
There are of course a number of technical hypotheses which are required and
we discuss these in detail in §3. The interesting feature, though, is the "weak-weak"
character of the result. In finite dimensional spaces this aspect ceases to be of
importance hence does not appear in Halanay's work. For partial differential
equations, however, it becomes very important for it is the weak boundedness and
continuity which is most easily verified. Moreover weak convergence of g(u) in
one space, together with standard embedding theorems, yields strong convergence
of u to zero in a different space. It is thus interesting that it is the "weak-weak"
results which come out naturally from the theory. The corresponding "strongstrong" results (in obvious terminology) require stronger hypotheses on a but at
the same time are not as interesting.
In §5 we give extensive and concrete applications of the theory to the equation
(1.3) in R1. We obtain most of the known results as well as some new ones which
help to clarify the roles of the various special hypotheses on g and / which occur
in earlier papers. Our work on strongly positive kernels shows that (1.2), A:= 0, 1, 2,
are only one set of hypotheses and that the results may hold for oscillatory kernels
or kernels which are infinite at zero. We have included in §5 a heuristic discussion
of the linear version of (1.3) and we then proceed to obtain generalizations of the
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results to nonlinear equations. We call attention in particular to Theorem 5.6 in
which we show that if a e Fj and f(t, u)=fim +h(t), h e L\, then solutions of (1.3)
need not tend to zero.
For equations in R1 we are able to verify the necessary boundedness and uniform
continuity of solutions from the equations themselves. It will be clear that most of
the results in R1 carry over directly to equations in Rn although we do not discuss
these explicitly. For partial differential-functional equations the situation is not so
simple. To illustrate this we present a brief discussion of such equations in §6.
We study primarily the linear equation

(1.8)

Ut(x,t) = -J" a(t-r)Lu(x, r) dr+f(x, t)

where F is a strongly elliptic differential operator and a is a strongly positive
kernel in R1. We show how the general theory of this paper connects to (1.8)
through standard results in partial differential equation theory and thus we
obtain asymptotic stability results for (1.8). These are related to some recent work
of Dafermos [1], in which he extends the ideas of Levin and Nohel to equations on

Hubert spaces.
It is only in the linear case that we are able to carry through the theory completely. We present, in §6, a simple example of a nonlinear equation for which we
can prove the weak boundedness but not the weak uniform continuity.
2. Weak stability principle. Let tf be a Hubert space, and Ç#>[0, oo) be the
space of all continuous functions on [0, oo) with values in 2tiP.Ä={A(t) : t e [0, oo)}
is a strongly continuous one parameter family of bounded linear operators on JC

For fixed T>0, we define the functional QA[v; T] on Cjp[0, oo) by
(2.1)

QA[v; T] = £ (v(t), [' A(t-r)v(r)

¿r) dt,

where (•, •) denotes the inner product on Jf.
We say that the one parameter family Ä defines a positive kernel if

(2.2)

QA[v;T]^0

for all v e Cjr[0, oo) and T £ 0.

It is easy to see that if A(t) = cl for all t e [0, oo) where c is a nonnegative real constant and / denotes the identity operator on Jif, then

(2.3)

Qc[v,T] = ï

v(t) dr

^ 0 for all T > 0,

and thus cl defines a positive kernel.
We now introduce the notion of strongly positive kernels. Let S he a symmetric
linear operator with domain dense in 3tf and such that

(2.4)

(S(f 0 si a||!||2,

o>0,£e®i
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Consider the uniformly continuous one parameter semigroup S generated by S,
namely, §={ke~st : t e [0, co)}, k>0. Consider now the functional Qs[v;T]
associated with S, that is,

(2.5)

Qs[v;T] = JJ (v(t),k £ e^M*) dr}dt.

We set
s[v](t) = ( e-Sit~Mr)dT,
and observe that

(2.6)

(dldt)s[v](t) = v(t)-S(s[v](t)).

We form the inner product of (2.6) with í [v](t) and obtain

(2.7)

\ (d/dt)\\s[v](t)\\2 = (v(t), s[v](t))-(Ss[v](t),

s[v](t)).

For fixed T>0, we integrate equation (2.7) from 0 to Tand obtain, by (2.4),

(2.8)

Qs[v; T] Z ±k\\s[v](T)\\2+ ko^

\\s[v](t)\\2dt.

We use the condition (2.8) to define the concept of a strongly positive kernel.
We say that Ä defines a strongly positive kernel if there exists a symmetric linear

operator S, satisfying (2.4), and k>0 such that if S=ke~st, then, for all T>0,

(2.9)

Qx[v; T] ^ Qs[v; T] for all v e OP>, oo).

Clearly, any one parameter family ,4 defining a strongly positive kernel also defines
a positive kernel.
We call an element t;(0 in O[0, °o) weakly stable if, for each w e Jt, the function
(v(t), w) is bounded and uniformly continuous in t. In other words, v(t) e O[0, oo)
is weakly stable if v(t) is weakly bounded and weakly uniformly continuous. The
following result forms the basis of our present study. We term it the weak stability
principle.
Theorem (2.1). Suppose that A is strongly positive and v(t) is a weakly stable
element in O*[0, co). If QA[v; T] is bounded for all T, then v(t) converges weakly to
zero.

Proof. By hypothesis there exists a symmetric S, satisfying (2.4), such that if

(2.10)

s[v](t)= Ç e-su~Mr)dr,

then we have
(2.11)

QA[v; T] ä c1\\s[v](T)\\2 + c2^\\s[v](t)\\2

dt,
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where cl5 c2>0. For any w e 3>s,we have, from (2.6),

(2.12)

(d/dt)(s[v](t),w) = WO, w)-{SsW), w).

We observe that (2.11) and the assumption that QA[v; T] is bounded for all T> 0

imply that
(2.13)

\(Ss[v](t),w)\ á \\s[v](t)\\ \\Sw\\,

which is bounded for all t^O. Since (v(t), w) is bounded, by hypothesis, it follows
that the function (p(t) = (s[v](t), w) has a bounded derivative, hence is uniformly
continuous. Furthermore it belongs to F2[0, oo) since

C\(s[v](t),w)\2dtè

Jo

\\w\\2¡T\\s[v)(t)\\2 dt.
Jo

It follows that lim^oo <p(i)= 0. The uniform continuity of <p(t) implies that of
(5j[t'](í), H')= (i[u](0> Sw), therefore <pXO¡s uniformly continuous on account of
(2.12) and the weak uniform continuity of v(t). It is then an immediate consequence
of the mean value theorem that <p\t) tends to zero (see §5). Since (&[i>](0, w)
= (s[v](t), Sw) tends to zero, (2.12) implies that

(2.14)

lim (v(t), w) = 0,
i-oo

completing the proof.
A natural question to ask, in light of Theorem (2.1), is whether strong boundedness and uniform continuity of g(u) imply strong convergence to zero. It turns
out that this is not true without further assumptions. We hope to return to this at a
later time.
3. Functional-differential equations.
tions of the form

(3.1)

We consider functional-differential

0(0 = - J"' A(t- r)g(u(r))dr +fi(t,u(t)),

equa-

t ^ 0,

on a Hubert space Jf. Here Ä ={A(t) : t^O} is a strongly continuous, one parameter family of bounded linear operators on Jf, g is a transformation with domain
SiïgZJf, and /(/, v) is a mapping from [0, oo)x^9 into JF. By a solution of (3.1),
we mean a map u: [0, oo) -> Jf which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) u is strongly continuous on [0, oo);

(ii) u(Oe^,forallre(0,oo);
(iii) u is strongly differentiable on (0, oo);
(iv) m satisfies (3.1) on (0, co).
We leave aside questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions of (3.1)
although these are closely related to our stability results, especially on finite
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dimensional spaces. For convenience, we refer to (3.1) as the perturbed equation
and to its special cases

(3.2)

ù(t) = -£

A(t-r)g(u(r))

dr+f(t),

t ^ 0,

and
(3.3)

ù(t)=

-[

Jo

A(t-r)g(u(r))dT

as the unperturbed and homogeneous equations respectively.
We establish the connection between (3.1) and the ideas of the preceding section
by forming the inner product of (3.1) and g(u(t)) and integrating from 0 to T. The

result is the following:

(3.4)

f (ti(0,g(u(t)))
dt+ QA[g(u)
; T] = f (f(t,u(t)),g(u(t)))
dt.

Jo

Jo

Our goal is to find conditions on/and g such that the positivity of Ä will guarantee,
by (3.1), the boundedness of QA[g(u); T]. Then if we impose strong positivity on
Ä, we can infer from Theorem (2.1) that if g(u) is weakly stable it must tend to zero
weakly. The verification of weak stability of solutions of (3.1) is carried out, for
the most part, in the special cases discussed in detail in §§5 and 6. However, we do
present some general results applicable to (3.1).
Our basic hypothesis on g and / are as follows :
(G0) There exists a functional G(v) defined on Q¡9which satisfies
(i) infves!gG(v)> -co,

(ii) G(v) is Fréchet differentiable on £tg and grad G(v)=g(v) for all ve£¿g, i.e.

G(v+ h) = G(v)+ (g(v),h) + o(\\h\\), as ||A| -0.
(F0) There exists a function a eLJO, oo) such that

(3.5)

\(f(t,v),g(v))\ ¿a(t)(l+G(v)),

for all ?ä0 and for all v e@ig. The functional G is as postulated in (G0).
Our basic boundedness and stability result is the following.

Theorem (3.1). Suppose that (G0) and (F0) hold, and that u(t) is a solution to

(3.1).
(i) IfÄ defines a positive kernel, then \G(u(T))\ and Qx[g(u); T] are bounded for

allT^O.
(ii) If Ä defines a strongly positive kernel, and ifg(u) is a weakly stable element in
Cse[0, co), then g(u) tends weakly to zero.
Proof. Using the positivity of Ä, we obtain from (3.4) the following estimate :

f \ù(t),g(u(t)))dt ú f \f(t, u(t)),g(u(t)))dt.

Jo

Jo
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Assumptions (G0), (F0) and an application of the chain rule together imply(2)

G(u(T))-G(u(0))
= 0r G(u(t))
dt í Jja(0(l+G(u(t)))
dt,
from which it follows that

(3.6)

\G(u(T))\ ú (\G(u(0))\+¡°«(t)

dt} j\t)

dt < oo.

Substituting (3.6) into (3.4), we obtain

QÄ[g(u);T]S |G(m(T))|4-|G(m(0))|
íra(/)í/í + sup|c7(M(0)|P«(/)<ft,
Jo

tgo

Jo

proving the boundedness of QA[g(u); T]. The conclusion (ii) of the theorem then

follows from Theorem (2.1).
Remark (3.1). The boundedness of G need not of course imply the boundedness of either g(u) or u. If we impose on g the additional hypothesis

(GO

G(v)-+ oo as ||d|| ->oo,

then (3.6) will imply that ||w(0| 's bounded. If in addition g is assumed to be a
bounded mapping, then it will follow that g(u) is also bounded (hence, of course,
weakly bounded). Thus, for example, on finite dimensional spaces, (Gi) and the
continuity of g will yield the boundedness of g(u). The boundedness of g(u) together
with additional assumptions on Ä and/will yield boundedness results for u(t) and

ii(t), namely
Corollary

(3.1). Suppose that (G0), (F0), (Gi) hold and that Ä defines a positive

kernel. If in addition g is a bounded mapping, then for every solution u(t) of (3.2), we

have

(i) M(0|| eFJO,oo),||/(0| ^Bx=>||ù(t)II=Mifor all t^O;
(ii) MXOHeFJO.oo),
¡/(OHHBa=>
|fl(/)| =M2.
Proof. From Theorem (3.1) and the discussion just given in Remark (3.1), we

know that |g(M(0)ll 1Sbounded for all t^O, say by B0. Returning to equation (3.1),
we have

Kon ûBoÇiAit-T^dT+m*
Jo
í B0 f ||¿(or)|| do+ Bx,
Jo

(2) The necessary condition on G is that (d¡dt)G(u){t) = {g(u(t)), ü). We are showing here
that (Go) implies this. In §6 we will not have (G0) but the differentiation result will be verified

directly.
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proving (i). To prove (ii), we differentiate (3.1) to obtain

(3.7)

¿¿(0= -A(0)g(u(t))-CoA(t-r)g(u(r))dT+f(t),

which gives

||ü(0||ÚBoiAMi+Bofl
\Mf-r)\dr+\\f(t)\\.
This establishes the result.
Remark (3.2). For the homogeneous equation (3.3), assumption (F0) is automatically satisfied. For the unperturbed and nonhomogeneous equation (3.2),
(F0) will be satisfied if we assume

(FO ||/(0|| eiifl), oo),and
(G2) \\g(v)\\£k(l + \G(v)\) for all v e 9„.
Remark (3.3). When g(u) is a linear symmetric transformation, g(u)=Lu, we
can satisfy (ii) of (G0) by taking G(u) = ^(u, Lu). Condition (i) will then be satisfied
if L is positive and (G^ will be satisfied if the smallest eigenvalue of L is positive.
If L is in addition bounded, then the last condition is also sufficient for (G2) to
hold. This will be the case in finite dimensional spaces. In R1, we can satisfy (ii) of

(G0) by taking G(u)= Jo g(0 di; and (i) of (G0) will be satisfied if, for example,
g e C( —oo, oo) and «g(ii)^0 for \u\ large. For a general discussion concerning the
existence of the functional G(v), see Vainberg [15].
Theorem (3.1) is capable of an extension which is important in the applications.
We are here concerned with the condition (F0) which in general rules out a constant
perturbing term. We thus replace (F0) by the more general condition
(?o) f(t, «)=/co +fi(t, u), where/„s/
and fi is a mapping from [0, oo)x Jif
into Jt which satisfies (F0).
We shall show later (in §5) that when A^O, one cannot, in general, expect
asymptotic stability even if J#?= R1. On the other hand, if A(t) also contains a
constant term, then we can still obtain asymptotic stability as we show now.
Theorem (3.2).
(3.1). Assume that
symmetric operator
(i) IfÄ0 defines

Suppose that (G0) and (F0) hold, and that u(t) is a solution of
the operator limit A(oo) exists and defines a positive definite
and let Ä0 = A —A(oo). Then the following hold:
a positive kernel, then \G(u(T))\ and QA[g(u); T] are bounded for

allT^O.
(ii) If Ä0 defines a strongly positive kernel, then g(u) weakly stable in O[0,
=>g(u(t)) ter,ds weakly to zero.

oo)

Proof. The proof involves a process of "completing the square" and was used
by Levin and Nohel in the one dimensional case. We rewrite (3.1) in the form

(3.8)

ù(t) = -A(co) f g(u(r))dr- f A0(t-r)g(u(r)) dr+f(t, u(t)).
Jo

Jo
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Now form the inner product of (3.8) with g(u(t)) and integrate from 0 to T. With

(£, A(co)Ç)^a0\\Ç\\2for all CeJif, one obtains,
G(u(T))-G(u(0))+QAo[g(u);T]
è

-a0

[g(u(t))dt '+ (/„, [g(u(t))dt}4-JVoO+ G(u(t)))
dt

ú¿Jfim\\2+fo«m+G(u(t)))dt.
In view of (F0), conclusion (i) follows. On the other hand, conclusion (ii) follows

from (i) and Theorem (2.1).
We close our discussion here by showing that the methods presented in Theorem
(3.2) allow us to treat certain second order equations. Consider for example the
following second order functional-differential equation

(3.8)

0(0 = Cg(u(t))+ÇoB(t-r)g(u(r))dr+fi(t),

where C is a bounded linear operator on Jf and /is a mapping from [0, oo) into
3tf. Define a new transformation A(t) by the expression

(3.9)

A(t) = -Ç B(r)dr-C.

Using (3.9) we can rewrite (3.8) in the following form:

(3.10)

0(0= -A(0)g(u(t))-CQA(t-r)g(u(r))dr+fi(t).

An integration of (3.10) will now yield

(3.11)

ù(t) = 1/(0)- f A(t-r)g(u(r)) dr+ f f(r) dr,
Jo

Jo

which is of the form (3.1) under investigation. In order to apply Theorem (3.2), we
need to assume that JÓ/ÍO dr e FJ0, oo), (G2) holds and ¿(oo) exists and is positive
as given in Theorem (3.2). This will be the case if B(t)^0 (as a semidefinite operator) and C-J™ B(r)dr defines a positive definite operator. This investigation is
carried out in §§5 and 6 where we also consider cases in which ¿(oo)=0.

4. Positive and strongly positive kernels. In this section we give some sufficient
conditions for positivity and strong positivity of kernels. Halanay [4] stated, but
incorrectly proved, that in R1, a(t) is strongly positive if

(4.1)

(-l)kam(t)^0,

k = 0,1,2,

and a(t)^constant.
That (4.1) alone is sufficient for the positivity of a(0 is well
known (see Loève [11, p. 217]). Without additional assumptions on a(0, one
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clearly cannot expect strong positivity. It is, however, interesting to find that under
the additional assumption that a(t)^constant,
a(t) in fact defines a strongly
positive kernel. The effort to verify Halanay's claim and clarify his proof led us to
a result which is valid in general Hubert space. In the special one dimensional
case, we can prove a better result, motivated by the work of Hannsgen [5]. Later
we show by examples that the monotonicity conditions are too special in that
positivity and strong positivity may hold for some oscillatory kernels.
It is well known in circuit theory (see for example [13]) that a kernel a(t) in Ä1
will define a positive kernel if its Laplace transform â(s) satisfies the condition

(4.2)

Re â(s) > 0 in Re s > 0.

If â(s) exists for Re 5 = 0 and is continuous in Re säO then it follows from (4.2)
that Rea(i)a0
on Rei = 0. Our main result is that, apart from some technical
details, strong positivity will hold if Re â(s) is strictly positive on Re s —0.
The general results concern a family A={A(t) : /SO} of bounded linear transformations on a Hubert space 2?. For such a family we define the Laplace transform

Â(s) by the formula

(4.3)

Â(s) = lim f e-stA(t)dt.
T-.no Jo

Here we mean the Bochner integral and the uniform limit; all subsequent limits
will be in the uniform topology.
We give here an outline of the ideas of the section. It appears that natural
analogs of one dimensional results hold only when A(t) is symmetric for each t.
Under this assumption, and some more technical ones, we show that if Re Â(h)
is nonnegative semidefinite on 3t for each r e R then Ä is a positive kernel. This is
an analog of (4.2). Then strong positivity will follow if we can find S and e, which
are positive, such that if S=ee~st,

(4.4)

then

Re (Â(h) - S(h)) is positive for all t e R.

We will, in fact, look for S in the form c7, cäO. Then ^=(5 + c)-17 and (4.4)
becomes
(4.5)

(f, Re Â(h)i) ^ ec\\ê\\2/(c2+ T2) for all £ e Jf and t e R.

The rather complicated work to follow aims at establishing the inequality (4.5).
There are two difficulties. First we have to verify (4.5) for large t and hence we
must obtain estimates for Â(h) as t -> oo. Second we must obtain the inequality
for t's on bounded subsets. Here a distinction must be made between finite and
infinite dimensional spaces. If dim Jf <oo and Â(ir) is continuous and positive
then (4.5) necessarily holds on bounded t sets. In infinite dimensional spaces we
must essentially postulate that (4.5) holds for r in bounded subsets of R.
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We impose on A the conditions:
(Ai) A(t) is twice strongly differentiable on [0, oo),
(A2)}o°\\A™(t)\\dt<oo,k=l,2.
We have then
\\A(tx)-A(t2)\\

=

\t2A'(t)dtí J¡ifV(OII*

Jti

and hence
lim A(t) = ¿(oo) exists.
í-co

We set ¿0(0=¿(0

—¿(°°) and require that ¿0 satisfy

(A3) Jo° Mo(0|| Ä<oo.
For the Laplace transform Â(s) of ¿(í)e¿,
we have Â(s)=s~1Â(co) + Â0(s)
where ¿0 is the Laplace transform of ¿0 and we collect here some facts concerning
the transforms.
Lemma (4.1). (1) A0(a+ir) exists and is continuous in o-^0. It is also holomorphic
in <7>0.

(2) A(s)=s~1A(0)+s~2A'(0)+o(s-2)

uniformly as \s\ -^00 in o-^O.

Proof. (1) follows easily from (A3). To prove (2) we integrate by parts twice,
using (Ax), and obtain (note that (A2) implies ¿X°°) exists and must be zero)

(4.6)

¿(0 = i"M(0)+J-^X0)4-J-2

í"Vsí¿"(0 dt.

Conclusion (2) follows from an application of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma.
Lemma (4.2). Let ¿0(o--r-iV)= <D(a,t) + íxF(o; t). Then

2 f°°

A(t) - ¿(00) = nJo

O(0, r) cos tí dr

Proof. From Lemma (4.1) we observe that ¿0 satisfies the conditions

(4.7)

sup^

if+°°

-

||¿0(o-t-/T)|"aVl

<r>0 vJ- 00

(4.8)

VUp

< 00,

J

lim ¿0(o--|-it) = ¿oO't) exists for all r and ||¿0(/t)|| eLp(—00, 00),
ffiO

for any p> 1. It follows (see [7, p. 227]) that ¿0 can be represented as a Cauchy
integral of the form

(4.9)

¿>+/T) = irj-<
If +

0(0, yj)dn

oo 0 + ÍT—ÍT)
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Thus we can express T(0, r) in terms of 3>(0, £) by the formula

(4.10)

Y(0, r) = --

[ +CC(Wi^dri,

^J-co

r—n

where the Cauchy principal value is meant in (4.10).
Now A0(t) may be recovered from Â0 by the inversion formula (again see [7]),

(4.11)

A0(t)= f Í +œ¿"(9(0,r)+ m0, r)) dr.

Since Â0(s) is real for t=0 we must have O(0, t) = 0>(0, - t) and Y(0, t)
= —T(0, —t) and hence (4.11) can be written as

(4.12)

A0(t) = ^-f°

¿TrJ_x

(<D(0,t)costí-T(0,

r) sin rt) dr.

We use (4.10) to rewrite the second integral as follows:

f +CV(0,r)sinTíí/T= -- f +VsinTí f +" *Í9l2)¿j

J-oo

tJ-oo

=-

J-oo

1 r + 00^m

^j

<D(0,r>)dri

"J-oo

t —t;

f + a>sinTi ,

J-oo

-dr.

T —T/

The t integral can be evaluated by contour integration to yield

(4.13)

f

T(0, t) sin rtdr = - f

J —oo

<D(0,
r?)cos y «fy.

J —oo

If we substitute (4.13) into (4.12) and use the fact that Q>is even we obtain the

formula in Lemma (4.2).
From Lemma (4.2) we obtain an analog of a part of Bochner's theorem in one
dimension as expressed by condition (4.2).
Lemma (4.3). Let A(t) be symmetric for all t^O. Suppose further that A(co) is
positive semidefinite and Re A0(ir) is positive semidefinite for all t. Then Ä defines a
positive kernel.

Proof. Let us define2(0 for all / by I(t) = A(t), t > 0,1(t)=A(-t)fort
Consider then

QA(p.;
T) = JT(/*(0.£Ä(t-r)p.(r)dr^jdt

= Qjfol7)+JT(/*(0,j*A(r-t)p.(r)drj dt

= OK/*;
T)+Jof Jof (p.(t),
A(r-t)p.(r))dtdr.

negative.
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is symmetric, we may rewrite this as

ärG*;T) = QA(p;
T)+ f f (A(r-t)p.(t),p.(r))dtdr = IQfo; T).
Jo Jo

We establish that QA(p.;T) must be positive. Note that

Gap;t) = jT (MO,¿0»)J*%(t)ov)ov+jj^(o, [Á»<f-OMO<fr)<//.
From Lemma (4.2), we obtain then

Qzip',T)
= -

(r*(0>

^(0> ^ViO (cos ^ cos ^T-r-sin rjt sin t/t) Or?Or) o7.

We observe that

l/x(r),

I

0(0,r)) cos r¡t cos 77ToVjJ/í(t)
öt) di

J»T/"T
/•»
(p.(t) COSiyí, 0(0, r¡) COST)Tp.(r)) dr¡ dr dt
o Jo Jo

=

I

íp.(t) COS-r;/,

0(0, t7)/x(t)COSr¡r dr\ dt\ dr,

=

(

MÍO cos V dt, 0(0, r,)

/li(t) COSr¡r dr\ dr¡.

This term is greater than or equal to zero since 0(0,17) is positive. The sine terms
are handled similarly and this completes the proof.
From now on we assume that the A(t) are all symmetric. We give now a condition which will guarantee the positivity of ¿0('0Theorem (4.1). Suppose that Ä satisfies the conditions^)

(A4) (- l)fc¿(W(0positive definite, k = 0, I, for /SO,
(A5) A'(t2) —A'(tx) positive definite for t2>txThen Re ÂQ(ir) is positive definite for all r e R.

Proof. Observe that from (A4)

(i,¿'0(0)£)=Jof°(f,¿(O0<ft = O,
for all I e Jf. Suppose that for some f the integral is zero. Hence (f, ¿(Of) = 0
and consequently f=0. On the other hand, for t>0, we have
(3.)It will be clear from the proof that these conditions are slightly stronger than really
needed. In particular in Rl the positive definiteness in (A4) and (A5) can be relaxed to semidefiniteness together with A(.t)£constant.
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(í, Re Á0(ir)Í) = r (¿, A0(t){) COSrt dt
Jo

= -X~r(è,A'0(t)è) sin rtdt

By (A5) each term in the sum is positive unless |=0.
reflection since Re Â0(ir) is an even function of r.
Theorem (4.1) and Lemma (4.3) yields immediately

The case t<0

follows by

Corollary
(4.1). If A(oo) is positive semidefinite and Ä satisfies (A4) and (A5)
then A is a positive kernel.

We are ready now to discuss strong positivity. As indicated earlier we try to find
a semigroup of the form e~clt, c>0, such that

(4.14)

Ä—eclt is positive,

and, as we showed before, this will be true if we can establish the estimate (4.5).
We start with a lemma.
Lemma (4.4). Suppose A'(0) is positive definite. Then there exists M such that

(4.5) is validfor all r with \r\ ä M.
Proof. Since (4.5) refers only to Â0 it is no loss in generality to assume ^4(oo)=0.
Then we obtain from Lemma (4.1)

(f, «5(0,t)0 = -T~2[({, A'(0)0 + (t, R(r)0l
where ||7?(t)|| =o(l)

as |t|-í-oo.

It follows from (A4) that, for some w>0,

(£, O(0, r)t)^(m/2r2)\\i\\2 for \r\ZM.

Thus (4.5) will be satisfied if we choose

e= 1 and c such that c<m/2 where Mä 1.
From Lemma (4.4) and the remarks above we obtain the following conditional

result.
Theorem (4.2). Suppose Ä satisfies (Ai)-(A4) and A(t) is symmetric for each t.
Then Ä is strongly positive if it satisfies the following condition:
(4.15) Given any M there exists an a>0 such that (£, Re ^0(iT)|)^a|||||2
for

\r\£M.
Proof. Fix M and c as in Lemma (4.1) and choose e = ac.
Again we have an immediate corollary.
Corollary

dropped.

(4.2). If $C is finite dimensional, the assumption (4.15) can be
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Proof. By Theorem (4.1), (f, Re ¿0(iV)f) is positive definite for all t in |t| ^M.
Hence ({, Re A0(irj)i) is a positive, continuous function on the compact set
( —M, M) x U#e where U# is the unit sphere in ¿F. It follows that (4.15) is satisfied

automatically.
We want to discuss in some detail the case of Ä1 where some of the conditions
can be weakened a little. Let us suppose that a is such that its transform has the
form a(œ)/s+â(s) where â(s) exists and is continuous in Rcs^O. Then, subject
to certain technical details, the following statements will be true :
(1) If a(oo)^0 and Re a(ir)^0 then a is a positive kernel.
(2) If Re â(ir) S ec/(c2 + r2) for some e and c, positive, then a is strongly positive.
(3) If a(oo)S0, Rea(/V)>0 and Re â(ir)^b/r2, for |t| sufficiently large, with
b some positive constant, then (2) is satisfied, hence a is strongly positive.
These statements enable one to verify directly that certain simple functions are
positive or strongly positive. For example one can show in this way that t~" cos wt,
05ja< 1, is positive while t~ae~bt cos wt, 0?£a< 1, b>0, is strongly positive. It is
interesting that e~bt sin wt is not even positive, let alone strongly positive. (See [3].)
These examples show that Halanay's result (condition (4.1)) is too special. We can
have a's which are strongly positive and are both oscillatory and singular at zero.
We now state and prove our version of Halanay's result.

Theorem (4.3). Let a(t) satisfy the following conditions:
(ax) a(t) e C^O, oo) n F^O, 1),

(a2)a(0^0,a'(0^0,
(a3) a'(t) nondecreasing,
(a4) a(t)£constant.
Then a(t) defines a strongly positive kernel.

Proof. We note that (a2) implies that a(oo) exists and is greater than or equal to
zero, and that a(0~ a(oo) again satisfies the assumptions (aj)-(a4). It follows that
the transform

(4.16)

óoCO= um f e-st(a(t)-a(co))dt
r—oo Jo

exists for Re j 2:0, j^O. (For s=ir,

the integral is conditionally convergent.) We

want to establish that
(4.17)

Re â0(h) > 0 for all r e R.

If a(0) is finite, then this follows as in the proof of Theorem (4.1). If a(0)=oo, the
arguments need certain modifications. We write for r > 0

Re ÓoO't)= 1
\J0

+

)(a(0-a(°o)) cos rt dt.
J2ji/j/
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The second integral above is nonnegative by the argument used in Theorem (4.1).
For the first integral, we consider, for 0 < e < 27t/t,
ç2nlx

J

(a(t)-a(co))

J rnlz + e

cos rt dt = — (a(e)-a(oo))

Je

sin er—

T

—

a'(t) sin rt dt
TJjili

1 f"'1

rJe

(a'(t)-a'(t+Trlr))

sin rt dt.

The last integral above is nonnegative by (a3). The first integral on the right tends
to zero as e tends to zero. We claim that the first term on the right also tends to zero
as e tends to zero. For a(t) is nonincreasing and is locally in Lx(0, 1), hence we
have lim£^0 ea(e)=0. Thus,
/» 00

Re â0(ir) = lim

(a(t)-a(co))

cos rt dt

e-»0 Je

1 Cn"
^ lim —
e-O

(á(t)-a'(t+TT¡r))

sin rt dt.

TJe

Now since a(0)=oo and (a3), (a4) hold, we see that the last integral above is positive,

proving (4.17).
In order to establish strong positivity of a(t) we need to show that
(4.18)

Re â0(ir) ^ b/r2,

b > 0,

for all |t| ïï/V, where N is some large number. We show in fact under the present
hypothesis that we have

(4.19)

Re â(ir) ^ c/\r\,

for large r. Denote a0(t) = a(t)-a(oo)

c> 0,

for short. We first note that in view of

(a2), (a3) and (a4)
f oo

(4.20)

a0(0 cos t dt = ä0 > 0.

Without loss of generality, we need only to consider r^.N. Observe that

(4.21)

Re â0(ir) =

a0(t) cos tí dt = - J a0(-\ cos £ dt

We will have established (4.19) if we can show that the last integral in (4.21) is
nondecreasing as r increases. Integrating by parts, we have

J""a0(|) cos£ de = -\ [" a0(f) sinf d£
/» CO

= -

a'0(t) sin rt dt,
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which is uniformly convergent (as an improper integral) for all t^I.
differentiation under the integral sign

<4-22>

Consider the

ír[ 49cos *«=r -49 ícos^*•

which will be justified if the integral on the right of (4.22) is uniformly convergent
for all t^I. This is in fact true as the following arguments show. Consider

I

da'(t) = Ta'(T)-a'(l)-\

a'(t)dt.

It follows from (a3) that the integral on the left has a negative limit (possibly —oo)
as T tends to infinity. Hence, the same is true of Ta'(T). But the limit of Ta'(T)
must be zero in order that a' he integrable on [1, oo). Thus the integral on the left

also has a limit.
Next, we note that
-aó(-)

—2cos i di =

- ta'0(t) cos rt dt

= -

(a'(t) sin rt) dt+\

t sin rt da'(t)].

Since a' is monotone and decreases to zero and the integral J™ t da'(t) exists, we
conclude that the last integral in the above is uniformly convergent for t^I. By

(4.22), (4.21) and (4.20), we obtain the desired estimate (4.19).
5. Equations in R1. We consider here nonlinear functional-differential
tions in R1 of the form

(5.1)

equa-

0(0 = - f a(t- r)g(u(r))dr+f(t, «(/)),
Jo

where u(t), a(t) and f(t, u(t)) are continuous scalar functions. As special cases of
(5.1), we have what we call the unperturbed equation in which/(/, u(t)) does not
depend on u, that is,

(5.2)

0(0 = - | ' a(t- r)g(u(r)) dr +fi(t),
Jo

and more specially the homogeneous equation
(5.3)

ù(t)=

-^a(t-r)g(u(r))dr.

It was the study of these equations which first led us to the work of this paper.
We mention four fundamental papers in this area. Levin [8] and Halanay [4] for
equation (5.3), Levin and Nohel [10] for equations (5.1) and (5.2), and most
recently Hannsgen [6] for equation (5.2). Our work extends and clarifies the ideas
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of Halanay. In contrast to the results given in the other three papers [6], [8], [10],
we do not have to find Lyapunov functions.
We are interested in the boundedness and asymptotic stability of solutions of
equation (5.1). A general principle, stated by Halanay, is that if a(t) defines a
positive kernel then we have boundedness. On the other hand, if a(t) defines a
strongly positive kernel, then we have asymptotic stability. Halanay's remarks
were directed to the homogeneous equation (5.3). We shall show here that to a
large extent his idea remains valid for the more general equation (5.1). The other
three references assumed monotonicity conditions on a(t) similar to condition
(4.1), and thus, by Theorem (4.2), automatically insured strong positivity. It should
be noted here that Levin [8] and Levin and Nohel [10] made the stronger assumption

(5.4)

(- l)ka<»(0 ^0,

k = 0,1,2, 3,16 C[0, oo),

and a(t)^constant.
Hannsgen [6] assumed a condition slightly weaker than (4.1)
in that a(t) is nonnegative and convex downward. In fact, his condition is also
weaker than the assumptions (a^, (a2), (a3) and (a4) in Theorem (4.3). We shall
have occasion to compare Hannsgen's assumptions later in this section.
We emphasize that under the strong positivity assumption on a(t), and assumptions (G0) and (F0) on g and/ Theorem (3.1) provides a "conditional" result;
namely, if g(u(t)) is bounded and uniformly continuous then g(u(t)) tends to zero.
Thus all the additional hypotheses on g and/made in [6], [8] and [10] cited above,
and which we also make, are just designed to achieve these boundedness and
uniformity requirements. In view of Theorem (4.3), most of our results here are
valid for kernels with a singularity at zero. Moreover, examples at the end of
§4 suggest that the strong positivity assumption can hold for functions which
oscillate in every neighborhood of t = co.
We begin by presenting a heuristic discussion of the linear version of (5.2),

namely,

(5.5)

0(0 = - Í ' a(t- r)u(r) dr+f(t).
Jo

This discussion will serve to indicate what theorems ought to be true. In the
linear case, we can apply the Laplace transform method. This gives the transform
of the solution, û(s), in terms of the transforms of a(t) and f(t). Specifically, we

have

(5.6)

û(s) = (u(0)+f(s))l(s+â(s)).

We will need the following facts about the Laplace transform. Let <p(0 be a
function of t and <p(s)its transform. Consider the following cases:

(i) 9>(0e7.i(0,co),
(ii) 9>(0-<p(co)eL1(0, co).
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In the first case (i), #(0 is analytic in Rei>0 and continuous in Re s SO. In
case (ii), <p(s) is analytic in Res>0 and <j>(s)
—<p(co)/sis continuous in Re s SO.
There exist some theorems in the other direction. We do not go into the technical
details here but the following principles are roughly true. If the transform #(s)
is analytic in Re í >0 and continuous in Re s SO, then <p(t)tends to zero as t tends
to infinity. Similarly, if $(s) is analytic in Re ¿>0 and #(s) —<p(co)/sis continuous
in Re s SO then <p(t)—<p(cc)-> 0 as t->co. We use these two simple principles,
together with (5.6), to deduce information about u(t) for large t from the behavior
of û(s) near s=0. Since í_1i2(j) is the transform of JÓ u(r) dr, we can also deduce
information about the integral. We discuss four cases separately.
Case (1). a e Lx,fe Lx. In this case a and/are regular at s=0. If â(0) =J" a(t) dt
/0, then û(s) is regular at 0. Thus, u(t) -> 0 as t -> oo. On the other hand

ÏS7Ï ,-i,-f^
(Xi)

u(s)

"(°)+/(°) - s(u(0)+f(0)) + u(0)(â(0)-â(s)) + â(0)(f(s)-f(0))
sâ(tQ)

-

sâ(0)(s + â(0))

which is regular at s=0, so that,

f* U(r),

(5.8)

«(0)4-/(0) as í -> oo.
â(0)

Jo

Case (2). a(ao)>0, a —a(oo) eLx,feLxHere/is regular but â(s)~a(co)/s
s = 0. It follows from (5.6) that û(s) is again regular at s = 0. Moreover

(5.9)

s-^s)

=

u(0)+f(s)
s(a(co)js+â0(s)

near

u(0)+f(s)
+ s)

a(co) + sâ0(s) + s2

where â0(s) = â(s) —a(co)/s, which is regular near s = 0. Since the function defined
in (5.9) is also regular near s = 0, we conclude that u(t) and JÓ u(r) dr tend to zero
as t tends to infinity.
Case (3). a(co)>0, a—a(ao) eFl5/—/(oo) eL\. Here both â and/have a simple
pole at s=0. In this case, formula (5.6) shows that û is regular at s=0 so that
u(t) -> 0 as t -> oo. On the other hand, corresponding to (5.9) we have

fim\
(5.10)

,-i,i/v>

u(0)+fi(s)+f(co)/s

/(oo)

s *u(s) = —¡—,—., , „ , , ,—r ~ —t—r
s(a(oo)/s + a0(s) + s)
sa(co)

as .s->U.

Thus we have
(5.11)

Case (A). aeLx,f—fm

í'l<T)ÍT->^|.

Jo

a(co)

eLx. Here â is regular at zero butf~f(oo)/s

near 5=0.

A simple check with (5.6) yields M(j)~/(oo)i_1â(0) as j-> 0. Hence
(5.12)

u(t) -^/(oo)/â(0)

as/ -^ oo.

These conclusions for equation (5.5) can all be made rigorous but we choose to
forego these details since we aim at generalizations for the nonlinear equation (5.1).
Note that the assumptions that aeLx and a—a^eLx are merely used to guarantee
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the existence of the Laplace transform â(s) on {s : Re s ^ 0}. In fact, most of these
conclusions remain valid under conditions weaker than (aj, (a2), (a3) and (a4) of

Theorem (4.3).
We list here the various conclusions concerning boundedness (Bk) and stability

(Sfc)of all solutions of (5.1):

(B0) |G(w(0)lbounded for tZO, G(u)=fu0g(0d£,
(BO | g(u(t)) | bounded for / è 0,
(B2) QA[g(u); T] bounded for T^O,
(B3)k |m*>(0| bounded for r^O, k=0,1, 2.
(S0) g(u(t)) -> 0 as t -» oo,
(S0) g(u(t)) -» «o ¥=0 as t -> co,

(SJ* h(W(0-> 0 as t -> oo, /c=0, 1, 2,

(Sa) JU("W)^^0as,^co,
(Sa) JÓ#("«) ¿t -> «!#0 as í -> co.
We shall need a number of hypotheses on a, g and /in addition to the assumptions (aj, (a2), (a3), (a4) (which guarantee strong positivity of a). The assumptions
on a are
(a5) aeL,[0, co),
(a6) a(oo)>0,
(a7) a(oo)>0,

a-a(oo)

eLJO, oo),

(a8) a'eLJO, co),
(a9) ^a^dreLAO,^).
The hypotheses we will need with regard to g and/are

(G0) G(u)=JSg(0 de satisfiesinf G(u)> - oo,
(Gi) G(u) -» oo as |m| -> oo,
(G2) g e C(-co,oo),
(G3) ge C(-co, co), Hg(w)>0, m^O,

(G4) |#(h)| ^M(l + G(u)) for all w,

(G5)g'(a>OforalUeÄ.
(F0) There exists a function a(t) eLJO, co) suchthat

for all ?äO and all |t;| <oo,

\f(t,V)g(v)\úa(t)(l+G(v)),

(FO/ÍOeL^O.oo),
(F2) |/(<, u)\, \ft(t,u)\, \A(t,u)\ bounded for all /^O and for every compact
interval with respect to u.
We will have occasion to use the hypothesis that a solution and its derivatives
um(t) are uniformly continuous. For convenience, we also introduce the following
abbreviations :
(U)fc u(k)(t) is uniformly continuous on [0, 00), k=0, 1,2.
To simplify the statements in this section, we assume without further mention
that a(t) defines a strongly positive kernel. Thus, as a consequence of Theorem
(4.3) any kernel a(t) satisfying assumptions (aj)-(a4) defines a strongly positive

kernel.
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The following lemma will be used in the proofs of a number of stability results
concerning (5.1). We state these technical assertions explicitly here for easy reference. We comment that although the lemma extends completely to finite dimensional spaces only (i) and (iii) will have extensions to infinite dimensional spaces.

Lemma (5.1). (i) (B0) and(Gx) =>(B3)°.
(ii)(B0)a«o'(G1),(G2)=>(B1).

(iii) (B3)k+1^(\J)\k=0,
(iv) (B3)°and(V)1^(B3y.

1.

(v) (Sx)° and (Vf =>(Sx)1(vi) (S0)a«a-(G3)=*(S1)0.

Proof. Only (iv) and (v) need proof. Since their proofs are similar, we show only
(iv). Suppose that the conclusion is false, then there exists a sequence {/„}£ [0, oo)
such that \u(tn)\ S2n. By (U)1, there exists 8>0 such that |ii(/„)|>«
for
t e [tn —8, /„]. Then by the mean value theorem, \u(tn) —u(tn —8)\ Sn8 contradicting
the assumption (B3)°.
We are now ready to apply the weak stability principle, Theorem (3.1), to obtain
stability results for solutions of (5.1). The first result is that of boundedness which

follows from Theorem (3.1) and Corollary (3.1).
Theorem (5.1). Let a(t) be a positive kernel, and assume that (G0), (Gi), (G2)

hold. Then
(i) for equation (5.1), (F0) =>(B0), (BO, (B2) a«o-(B3)°;
(ii) for equation (5.2), (Fj) and (G4) =>(B„), (BO, (B2) and (B„)°;
(iii) for equation (5.3), (B0), (Bj), (B2) and (B3)° hold and we have in addition
(a) (a5) => (B3)\
(b) (a8) => (B3)2.

Remark (5.1). Conclusion (ii) is contained in Levin and Nohel [10] under the
stronger assumption (5.4) and is extended by Hannsgen [6] to kernels a(t) satisfying
(a,)-(a4), and also (a8). (Hannsgen's condition does not assume that a'(0 exists
everywhere but requires that a(t) is not a function piecewise linear in a certain way.
This condition is weaker than (a,)-(a4). Hannsgen shows that if a(0 is piecewise

linear in a certain way then the solution is asymptotic to either a sine or cosine
function at infinity, hence asymptotic stability does not hold in this case.) It
should perhaps be pointed out that results given in [6] and [10] concern equation
(5.2) with an additional term b(t). This term is roughly a constant when a(co)>0,
otherwise, b(t)eLx[0, oo). We return to this slightly more general case at the end
of the section.
Theorem (5.1) provides the necessary boundedness condition on the solution
for the application of Theorem (3.1). We now prove a lemma which isolates the
necessary assumption for the solution to be uniformly continuous.
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Lemma (5.2). Let a be monotone decreasing and satisfy (ax). Suppose that u(t)
is a solution of (5.1 ) satisfying (Bx) and (B3)° and furthermore
(Uf) the function fit, u(t)) is uniformly continuous on [T, cc),for some T^O.

Then u(t) satisfies (U)°.
Proof. In view of Lemma (5.1)(iv), we need only prove (U)1. From (5.1), for
t2 > tlt we have
ù(t2) - Ô('l) -

- i * (a(t2 - r) - a(h - r))giu(r))

(5-13)

dr

1
-

''a(t2-r)giu(r))

dr+f(t2,

u(/a))-/&,

u(h)).

Jt-l

Let |:=sup[Tj00) |g(M(0)l> which is finite by (B^. The second term on the right of
(5.13) is clearly uniformly small with t2 —t1 small on [T, oo). The third term is
uniformly continuous by hypothesis. The first term is dominated, in absolute
value, by
_ f'1

g

Jo

(a(h - t) - a(t2 -r))dr

_r f'2-'1

á g

Uo

a(p) dp.-

r'2
Jt-i

i

a(p) dp.

J

and each term is again uniformly small with t2 —tt in /j ^ T.
Theorem (5.1) and Lemma (5.2), together with the weak stability principle,
Theorem (2.1), give asymptotic stability of equation (5.1) provided that, for each
solution u(t), condition (Uf) is satisfied. For equation (5.3), the homogeneous
equation, condition (Ur) is trivially satisfied. For the unperturbed equation (5.2),
condition (U,) is satisfied if and only if the function/(0
is uniformly continuous.
For the general equation (5.1), we need the additional assumption (F2). We summarize this basic stability result as follows:
Theorem (5.2). Suppose that (aj)-(a4), (Gx) and (G3) hold. Then we have
(i) for equation (5.1), (aB), (F0), (F2) =>(S„), (SO0;
(ii) for equation (5.2), (F^, (G4) => (S0), (S^0;

(iii) for equation (5.3), (Sj)0 holds.
Proof. Since (ii) and (iii) are simple consequences of (i), we need prove only (i).
In view of Lemma (5.2), it suffices to show that condition (Uf) is satisfied for every
solution u(t). In order to show this we first prove that u(t) satisfies (B^1. Observe
that Theorem (5.1) implies (BJ. This, together with (a5) and (F2) (the boundedness

off) yields |ii(0| ÚB. Next, we see that, for any tu t2^0,
\f(t2, u(t2))-f(tu

u(tl))\ è \f(t2, u(t2))-f(tu
g M\t2-t1\+

u(t2))\ + \f(h, u(t2))-f(tu

B(/j))|

M\u(t2)-u(tx)\.

Since (Bg)1 =>(U)°, this proves (Uf) and hence completes the proof.
We note that if (G3) is replaced by the weaker assumptions (G0) and (G2) in the
above result, then the conclusion is that all solutions satisfy (S0) instead of (Sj)0.
As a simple example of a function/(i, u) satisfying (F0) and (F2) with respect to g
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satisfying (GO and (G3), we take/(i, u) = a(t)H(u) where <x(/)eFj[0, oo), H(u) is
sublinear in the sense that \H(u)\ ^K(l + \u\), and g(u) = (sgn u)\u\k, k>0.
Remark (5.2). Levin [8] proved Theorem (5.2)(iii) for the homogeneous
equation (5.3) under the stronger assumption (5.4). Hannsgen [6] improved Levin's
result, under assumptions slightly weaker than (a0~(a4), in that no differentiability
requirement on a(t) is made. Hannsgen's proof is based on showing that u(t) is
bounded. He assumed either (i) a(0)<oo and |/(0| bounded or (ii) (a5) and |/(0|
bounded. The boundedness of |w(OI would of course imply (U)°. Our point here is
that uniform continuity of u(t) itself is enough hence we obtain the slightly stronger
result as summarized in Theorem (5.2) above.
In the case of the unperturbed equation (5.2) the asymptotic stability of g(u(t))
together with some additional assumptions on a and/will yield the stability results

(SO*with k= 1,2.
Theorem (5.3). Let (a0-(a4), (GO, (G3),(G4)and (FO hold. Iff(t) is uniformly
continuous, then every solution u(t) satisfies (SO1. If in addition (a8) holds and

f(t) -> 0 as t -*■oo, then u(t) satisfies (SO2.
Proof. We note that from the proof of Lemma (5.2), every solution satisfies
(U)1. Thus, it follows from Lemma (5.1)(v) that every solution satisfies (SO1Next, we differentiate (5.2) to obtain

(5.14)

0(0 - - a(0)g(u(t))- f a'(t- r)g(u(r)) dr +f(t).
Jo

(Note that a(0) exists and is finite.) By Theorem (5.2), every solution satisfies (S0).
Thus the first term on the right tends to zero. The third term tends to zero by
hypothesis. To estimate the second term, we proceed as follows :

Çoa'(t-r)g(u(r))drÏ (JJ+ß^,-r)g(u(r)) dr
^

sup \g(u(t))\
teto.n

= sup \g(u(t))\
fetO.T]

C\a'(t-r)\dr+sup
Jo

f
Jt-T

\g(u(t))\(a(t)-a(T))
¡Etr.oo)

|a'(a)| da+ sup \g(u(t))\(a(t)-a(T)).
teir.oo)

Since a' e Lx we can make the integral small for fixed T by choosing / large. On the
other hand, by (S0), the second term can be made small by choosing T sufficiently
large. Hence the desired conclusion follows.
Remark (5.3). Conclusions concerning (SO*, k=l, 2, were obtained by Levin
[8] for the homogeneous equation (5.3) under the stronger assumption (5.4).
Results concerning (Sx)", k = l,2, and (S2) for equation (5.2) seem to be given here

for the first time.
Hypothesis (F0), (FO are analogous to the assumption that fieLx for the linear
equation (5.5). Thus, Theorem (5.2) may be considered as a generalization of cases
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one and two discussed earlier in this section. We now present some results in these
cases corresponding to the conclusions about the integral of the solution. Here, as
in the linear case, the distinction between a(oo) > 0 or a(oo) = 0 becomes important.

For simplicity, we treat only (5.2).

Theorem (5.4). Let (aj-ia*), (Gx), (G3), (G4) and(Yx) hold andf(t) be uniformly
continuous. Then for any solution of (5.2), we have
(i) (a7) =>(Sa),
(ii) (a5) =>(S2), and in particular

(5.15)

limf g(u(r))
dr = («(0)+ f 7(0 dt\ir a(t)dt.
(-.ooJo

\

Jo

// Jo

Proof, (i) Since f(t) is uniformly continuous and satisfies (Fx), it must be so

that/(0 -> 0 as t -> oo. By Theorem (5.3), u(t) satisfies(SO1.Write (5.1) as

(5.16) a(co) f g(u(r)) dr = -ü(0+/(0-

f (a(t-r)-a(co))giu(r)) dr.

Jo

Jo

Theorem (5.2) shows that g(u(t)) -> 0. Then the argument just used in the proof of
Theorem (5.3) shows that the last term in (5.16) tends to zero as t tends to infinity.
By hypothesis, a(oo)>0, thus we obtain from (5.16) the desired conclusion that
P0g(u(r))dr-+0ast^co.
(ii) The proof given here is essentially the same as that of Levin [8] in the linear
case. We reproduce it here. Let w(t) = ft0g(u(r))dr. We integrate (5.2) to obtain

U(t)-U(0)- |7(t)

(5.17)

dr = - I l air-a)giu(a))

Jo

da

Jo
rt

rt-a

= —\ g(u(a))

Jo

Jo

rt

a(r)dr—

—

Jo

a(t—r)w(r)dr

We assert first that w(t) must remain bounded. Suppose not; then there must exist
a sequence {in} such that tn -> oo and | w(tn)\ f oo with | w(t)\ ^ | w(tn)\ for 0 ^ /^ tn.
Since g(u(t)) = w'(t) is bounded (by Theorem (5.1)), w(t) is uniformly continuous
and hence there exists a sequence Tn, Tn-+<x>, Tnfitn, such that |w(01 èi|w(in)|
in [tn —Tn, tn]. In particular, w(t) and w(tn) have the same sign on these intervals.

From (5.17), it follows that

(5.18)

U(tn)-U(0)- Cnf(t) dt= - f" T'a(tn-r)w(r) dr- f"
Jo

Jo

a(tn-r)w(r) dr.

Jtn-Tn

The two integrals on the right of (5.18) may be estimated as follows:

I Jo
Í'"
Jtn-Tn

"a(tn-r)w(r)dr

a(t-

r)w(r) dr

g |w(ín)|

^ i|iv(in)|

Í

Jr.

a(r) dr,

f " a(r) dr
JO
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Thus, (5.18) gives

u(tn)-u(0)-

(5.19)

f"/(0 dt S \\w(tn)\{ \T\(r) dr-2

Jo

T a(r) a1,

Uo

Jr„

The left-hand side of (5.19) is bounded by (FO and Theorem (5.1), but the righthand side tends to infinity, which is impossible. Hence |w(OI must be bounded. We
now rewrite (5.18) as
u(tn)-u(0)-jj(t)dt
(5.20)

= - ftn

Tna(tn - r)w(r)

dr-l'

JO

a(tn - r)(w(r)

- w(tn)) dr

Jtn-Tn

fin

-w(tn)\

a(tn-r)dr.

Jtn-Tn

Since w(t) is bounded, we see that (a5) implies that the first two terms on the right
of (5.20) tend to zero as t -> oo. Theorem (5.2) is applicable here, hence
limn_00 u(tn)=0

and

lim w(tn)= (u(0)+rfi(t)dt)/ra(t)dt.

n-oo

\

Jo

// Jo

Since w(t) is uniformly continuous, this proves (5.15).
Remark (5.4). Theorem (5.4)(ii) in the special case when g is linear and/(?) = 0
is proved by Levin [8] under the stronger assumption (5.4).
Theorems (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) give fairly complete analogs of the results for
Cases (1) and (2) of the linear equation (5.5). We proceed to give analogs of Cases
(3) and (4) in which the perturbing

term fi(t, u) contains a constant

term. These

come from Theorem (3.1), its corollary, and Theorem (3.2). We restrict ourselves
to the discussion of the unperturbed equation (5.2) in the following form:

(5.21)

«1(0= -J" a(t-r)g(u(r)) dr+f(aj)+fx(t),

where fx(t) e Lx[0, co). Similar conclusions for the more general equation (5.1)
can be obtained under suitable assumptions. The result corresponding to Case (3)
of the linear equation (5.5) is

Theorem (5.5). Suppose that (a0-(a4), (a6), (a8), (GO, (G3), (G4) hold, and
moreover that \fx(t)\ is bounded. Then any solution ofi(5.2l) satisfies (B0), (BO, (BO*,

k=0, 1, 2, (S0), (S0k, k=0,l,

and(S2). In particular, we have

(5.22)

J>

g(u(r))dr^

Proof. We observe that f(t)=fi(co)+fi(t),

/(°o)
a(oo)'

fix eLx together with (G4) imply that

(P0) of §3 holds, as does (G0). Theorem (3.2) then yields (B0), (B3)°, (BO and (B2)
for a(t)—a(co).
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To get uniform continuity of u(t), we differentiate (5.21) and obtain

0(0 = a(0)g(u(t))-Çoa'(t-r)g(u(r))dr+A(t).
Note that a(0) exists on account of (a8). Therefore, it follows from (B2), (a8) and

the boundedness off(t) that |fl(0| is bounded which implies (U)1. Lemma (5.1)(iv)
gives (U)° as well as (B3)\ Now (B2) and Theorem (3.1) give (S0) which implies
(Sj)0 by (G3). Since (U)1 holds, we also have (Sj)1. At this point, we wish to point
out that (Bg)1 holds by the mean value theorem together with (B3)° and (B3)2.

Rewrite (5.21) as

0(0 = -a(co) Ç g(u(r))dr-Ç
Jo

Jo

(a(i-T)-fl(oo))g(M(T))Jr+/(oo)+/1(0.

Since |/i(0| is bounded and/x eLJO, co), fi(t)-> 0, as i^-co. a—a(co)eL1 and
(S0) imply the second integral above tends to zero. The desired conclusion (5.22)

follows immediately.
Finally we consider Case (4). We find that the present technique for treating
the nonlinear equation does not yield a full generalization of the linear result (5.12),
even under the additional assumption (G5). However, a similar result can be
obtained by imposing the stronger assumption (a9). The necessity of (a9) in the
validity of the following result remains an open question.

Theorem (5.6). Assume that (a!)-(a4), (a9), (Gi), (G3), (G4) hold for equation
(5.21), where fi eLx[0, oo). Then every solution of (5.21) satisfies

(5.23)

lim g(u(t)) = ß = -/(co)/Í

(-.oo

I Jo

°„(S) ds.

Proof. Let u(t) be a solution and set

(5.24)

v(t) = u(t)-g-\ß),

hiv) = giv+g-^iß))-ß.

In terms of these new variables, equation (5.21) reads

(5.25)

¿(0 = /i(0 +ß j" a(t-r)h(v(r))

dr,

which is an equation of the form (5.2) considered in Theorem (5.2). Introduce the

function 77(t;)=Jo"¿GOdz. We find by (5.24)that

(5.26)

77(0 = G(v+g-\ß))-G(g-i(ß))-ßv.

Note that 77(0>0 f°r v^0 (h'(v)>0 if and only if g'(u)>0). Moreover, since
H"(v) = h'(v)>0, H(v)-> +00 as \v\ -> co on account of (GJ. For v^l, we have

H(v) = f h(z)dz+Th(z)dz ^ h(l)(v-l),
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Using this, we find by (G4) and (5.26) that

|A(»)I= \g{v+g'\ß))-ß\

Ú M(l+G(v+g~\ß)))+\ß\

Ú \ß\+M(l+H(v)

+ G(g~\ß))+\ß\V)

Ú \ß\ +M(l + \ß\+G-\g-\ß)))
^K(l+H(v)),

+ M(l + \ß\/h(l))H(v)

for some appropriate constant K. We apply Theorem (5.2)(ii) to (5.25) and infer

that h(v(t)) -» 0 as t -> oo which is (5.23).
We now return to the discussion of a slightly more general equation than (5.21),
namely

(5.27)

ii(i) = -6(0- f a(t-r)g(u(r)) dr+fi(t),
Jo

where b(t) behaves roughly like a constant. Such an equation was considered in
Levin and Nohel [10]. The results were extended by Hannsgen [6]. In both [6]
and [10], the following conditions on b(t) were assumed:
(b0) There exists a function c(t) e C^O, oo) such that
(i) b2(t)Za(t)c(t),
(ii) (b'(t))2úa'(t)c'(t),

(iii) \b'(t)\úB.
In case 6(0=6, and a(oo) / 0, we may take c(t) = b2/a(co) a constant. Our purpose
here is to show that a result similar to Theorem (5.2) holds for equation (5.27),
thus generalizing the above mentioned results.

Theorem (5.7). Assume that (a0-(a4), (a8), (GO, (G3), (G4), (b0), (F0), (F0, (F2)
hold. Then every solution u(t) of (5.27) satisfies (S0°.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a(t) > 0 and a'(t) < 0 for
all t>0. As in Theorem (3.2) we "complete the square" and obtain the following
energy inequality:

(5.28)

+fo if [<t)+b^dt-\

£ H(t)dt+K0

+\ [a'(^(fT f ¿OTO)*)2^4-|j/(0|G(«(0)
where <T0=JO g(u(r)) dr, H(t)=j'0

dt,

(¡\_x g(u(s)) ds)2 da'(r), and K0 is some appro-

priate constant. An application of condition (b0) to the second and third terms of
the right-hand side of (5.28) yields (B0), that is G(u(t)) is bounded. To apply our
weak stability principle we need to show that Qa[g(u); T] is bounded. We note that

(5.29)

2

j.

+ Lj^H(t)dt-^jo

2

aXO(Jr gOKs))dsj dr.
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The boundedness of the last two terms on the right of (5.29) follows from the energy

inequality (5.28). From (5.28), we also have

(5.30)

±a(T)o2iT) + b(T)oiT) g Mu

(5.31)

_[(?M)+W))Ä^,

Note that condition (b0) implies that c'(t)^0

(5.32)

or c(0^c(0),

i^O. Thus,

\b(t)ait)\ <; c(0)\a(t)a(t)\.

Also,
rt

i rt

U'2(^\

\ 1/2 / rt

\ 1/2

(5.33)

- wo)-c(/))"a(£ -«■(•W')*)'°
Using (5.32) and (5.33) in (5.30) and (5.31), we obtain, by a standard argument,
that a(t)a2it) and -Jo û'(^)ct2(0 dr are bounded for all t, 7^0. This together with
(5.29) yields the boundedness of Qa[g(u); T]. The uniform continuity of g(u(t))
follows from (F2) and (b0)(iii). This completes the proof.
Remark (5.4). If we assume in addition that (a5) holds, then we can consider
more general equations with perturbing terms f(t, u) under assumption (F3). An
extension of this type has been considered by Levin and Nohel [10]. We refer the
reader to their work for further details.
We are now in a position to amplify the remarks concerning second order
equations discussed in §3. We consider equations of the following form:

(5.34)

0(0 = Cg(u(t))- P b(t-r)giu(r)) dr + h(t).
Jo

Setting a(t) = c+J0 b(r) dr, we can rewrite (5.34) as

(5.35)

0(0 = Cg(u(t))- f a'(t-r)giuir)) dr + hit).
Jo

Integrating (5.35), we have

(5.36)

w(0 = -f

Jo

a(t-r)giu(r))dr

+ ù(0)+ï

Jo

h(r)dr.

Applying Theorem (5.6) to (5.36), we obtain
Theorem (5.8). Suppose that (-l)k+1bk(t)^0,
and that

(5.37)

k = 0, 1, and(G1), (G3), (d) hold

c+r b(r)dr > 0.
Jo
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Furthermore assume that h e L1LD,oo) and J't°°h(r) dr e Lx[0, oo). Then
(i) every solution o/(5.3o) satisfies (S0) and (Sx)0.

(ii) If in addition, c+¡l0beLx

then every solution of (5.36) satisfies

limg(u(0)= (u(0)+r h(t)dt\ir a(t)dt,

Í-.00

\

Jo

// Jo

where a(t) = c + P0b(r) dr.
Conclusion (i) given in Theorem (5.8) is closely related to a result in [12] for the
linear equation where the connection with viscoelasticity is pointed out. This
result of [12] is complemented by conclusion (ii) which shows that asymptotic
stability is lost when a(oo) = 0. Condition (5.37) was also used by Dafermos [1]
in connection with problems of linear viscoelasticity.
6. Partial differential functional equations. In this section, we give some first
steps in the application of the weak stability principle in infinite dimensional
spaces, a situation rather different from finite dimensional spaces. The basic
problem in the theory is to obtain the weak uniform continuity. We have obtained
complete results only in the linear case. We present two examples of the linear
theory, one in some detail. This is followed by a discussion of a simple nonlinear
case intended to isolate the difficulties.
We consider the linear equation(4)

(6.1)

ut(x, 0 = -

Jo

a(t-r)Lu(x,

r) dr+f0(x)+fx(x,

t),

x e D,

where the basic space $f = L2(Q.), Q a bounded region in Rn, together with the
boundary condition w= 0 on 8Ü. Lis a symmetric strongly elliptic operator of the

form
(6.2)

Lu=

2

(-l)wD«(ac"!Dliu),

\<x\Sm;\e\Sm

where the coefficients a"B= a6a are smooth functions which depend only on x.
The notation here is the standard one: o£=(a1,..., am) with the a¡'s nonnegative
integers,

\a\ =ax+

■—r-am and

Dau = (dldxx)ai- ■-(d/dx^mu.

In order to obtain certain a priori estimates on the solution, we require some
well-known results in partial differential equations. First, we require that solutions
should be in 77° which is the completion of C0M(O)under the norm

(6.3)

\\u\\2m=2

f (Daufdx.

lalgm Ja

(4) The results of §4 permit an obvious extension to systems of equations.
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(Thus, we are imposing 'Dirichlet' boundary conditions.) To avoid technical
statements of hypothesis, we assume from the outset that aaß e C"(iî), dû. is C°

and/e C0"(Ü).
Equation (6.1) is of the form (3.1) for which results in §3 are applicable. ¿(0 is
simply a(t) times the identity, therefore it defines a one parameter family of
bounded linear operators on F2(LV),and g is the differential operator F which is
accordingly unbounded with domain dense in L2(Q). On the space H° there is the
bilinear functional B(u, v) defined by

(6.4)

B(u, 0=|

(Lu)vdx =
Jn

2

I ^avaaßDßudx.

|a|Sm;|jSISmJa

This definition is made first for u and v in C0°°(Q)and then by completion for
u, v e H°. It is well known from results on elliptic partial differential operators that

Lemma (6.1). For all u,ve H°,
(i) \B(u,v)\SK\\u\\m\\v\\m;
(ii) (Gârding's inequality) B(u, m)Sc1|m||2, —c0||«||2, where c0, cx are positive
constants and || ||0 denotes the L2 norm.

We now make a special assumption on the operator F:
(M) the constant c0 in Gárding's inequality can be taken as zero.
(This is precisely the condition that the generalized Dirichlet problem for Lu=f
should have a solution. For further comment see Remark (6.1) following the proof
of the theorem.) We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem (6.1). Let {a(t) : ?S0} define a strongly positive kernel. Suppose that
a(oo) exists and is positive and that assumption (a7) is satisfied. Then if

(6.5)

||/i(-,OIUeZ.1(0,oo)

and

(6.6)

|/1,t(.,OILHF1(0,oo),

any solution of (6.1) satisfies

(6.7)

lim |w(-,OIL= 0.
¡-co

Proof. We will use the weak stability principle, Theorem (2.1). Let us assume
for the moment that we have established the necessary conditions to apply Theorem
(2.1). Then the conclusion will be that Lu converges weakly to zero in L2(il). We
will show that this implies the desired conclusion (6.7).
The weak convergence of Lu implies first that

(6.8)

\Lu\o è K0,

K0 constant.
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As part of the proof to follow we will also show that ||u||0 is bounded. Then it
follows from a priori inequalities for strongly elliptic equations (see [2, Theorem

18.1])and (6.8) that
(6.9)

II"II2m= Ki,

Kx constant.

Here | • ||2mis formed in the same way as || ■||m in (6.3). Suppose now that ¡«(OIL
does not tend to zero. Then there exists an e>0 and a sequence tn -> oo such that
||«(Oil =e- Now by (6.9), we know that the set {u(tn)} is bounded in H$m (the
completion of CoM(ü) under || • ||2m). It is a standard theorem in partial differential
equations that the embedding 77,°-> 77/ is compact if k >j. Thus the set {u(tn)}
is compact in H^m_¡ for anyy, l^j^2m,
and accordingly a subsequence u(tnic)
converges to ü e 77°. But this subsequence must converge to zero since, for each

veH°,
0 = lim (Lu(tnk), v) = lim B(u(tnJ, v).
k-* oo

k-* co

Moreover, by Lemma (6.1)(i), B(u,v) is continuous in 77° for a fixed v. Thus
7?(w,v) = 0 for all veH°, hence w=0. This contradicts the assumption ||i/(f„)||m
^e>0.
We now turn to a proof that the weak stability principle is applicable. Following

Remark (3.3), we define G(u) by

(6.10)

G(u) = K«, Lu) = iB(u, u).

It follows immediately from Gârding's inequality, under assumption (M), that
assumption (Gi) of §3 is satisfied. Moreover we have (d/dt)G(u) = (ut,Lu). Also,
for any u,ve H% we have
(6.11)

|B(u, v)|2 Ú K2B(u, u)\\v\\2m,

K constant.

Thus, we have

(6.12)

\(Lu,f)\ = \B(u,f)\ ï K(Biu, u)r2\\f\\m
= 2^K(G(u)y'2\\f\\m.

Note that
2G(u) è l + G2(u) ^ (l + G(u))2,
which, together with (6.12), implies assumption (F0) in §3. Thus, by Theorem (3.2),
we deduce that G(u) and QA[Lu:T] are bounded. From the boundedness of
B(u, u) and Gârding's inequality follows both the boundedness ||k||0 used above
and the weak boundedness of Lu. It remains to discuss the requirement of weak
uniform continuity. Differentiating (6.1), we obtain

(6.13)

utt(x, 0 = -

a(t-r)Lut(x,

r) dr+f(x, t),
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where fi(x,t)=-a(t)Lu(x,0)+fx,t(x,t).
With the assumption (6.6), we can
consider equation (6.13) in the same form as equation (6.1), where/(x, 0=/oW

+fi(x, t), fi(x)= -a(oo)Lu(x, 0) and fax, t)= -(a(t)-a(cc))Lu(x,

0)+fut(x, t).

/o andfx satisfy the same conditions as/0(x) and/x(x, t). Thus, an application of
Theorem (3.2) yields the weak boundedness of Lut, hence the weak uniform
continuity of Lu. This completes the proof.
Corollary

(6.1). Let {a(t) : ?S0} define a positive kernel. Suppose that \\a(t)\\

and \\f(-, OIL, |/'(-, OILeF^O, co). Theneverysolutionof
ut(x, t) = — a(t—r)Lu(x, t) dr+f(x,

t)

satisfies (6.7).
Remark (6.1). Something like hypothesis (M) is necessary if we are to obtain
asymptotic stability as the following example shows. Consider the equation

(6.14)

Ut(x,0 = f e-««-tí(uxx(X, r) + Xu(x,r)) dr,
Jo

with m(0)= «(1) = 0. Here, the energy function G(u) is determined by
B(u, u) =

(u\ —Xu2)dx,

so c0 = Cx= 1 in Gárding's inequality. It is not hard to see that if A is large enough
there will be solutions of (6.14) of the form u(x, t) = T(t) sin -nx in which F grows
exponentially with t. We remark that (M) is always satisfied if F is homogeneous
of degree 2m with constant coefficients.
We now return to equation (6.1) and consider the situation when/o(x)^0 and
a(t) eLx(0, oo), a case also considered in the one dimensional equation. Here also
we show that in some cases asymptotic

stability cannot be expected.

We observe that the differential operator F has a bounded inverse if we restrict
the range of F"1« to lie in H°. This observation is simply the statement that the
generalized Dirichlet boundary value problem, Lu=fi has a solution in H° for
every / e L2(Q.).

Theorem (6.2). Suppose that a(t) satisfies assumptions (a0-(a4) in §4 and that
a(t) e Lx(0, oo) and J™ a(r) dr e Lx(0, oo). Furthermore,

we assume that hypothesis

(M) holdsfor L. Let u be a solution of
(6.15)

ut(x, t) = - i a(t- r)Lu(x, r) dr+fi0(x)+fix(x, t),
Jo

where f0 eL2(D.) and fix satisfies (6.5) and (6.6). Then u satisfies the following:

(6.16)

lim||H(-,0-"(-)IL = 0,
í-*OQ
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where ü(x) is the (unique) solution to the generalized Dirichlet problem Lu=Xf0,

ue 77°, with A= J0X>
a(t)dt.
Proof. We can rewrite (6.15) as

(6.17)

ut(x, 0 = - I a(t- r)(Lu(x, r) - Lü(x)) dr+{[

a(r) dr\f0(x) +fx(x, t).

Let v(x, t) = u(x, t) —ü(x). We see from (6.17) that

Vt(x, t)=

- | a(t-r)Lv(x,

r) dr+ ( |

a(r) dr\f0(x)+fi(x,

t),

which is of the form (6.1). The desired result follows from Corollary (6.1).
Results given in Theorems (6.1) and (6.2) allow us to treat some second order
equations in much the same way as in the one dimensional case. Consider

(6.18)

utt(x, t) = -a(0)Lu(x,

t)-

f
Jo

a(t-r)Lu(x,

r) dr+fix,

t),

which can be transformed into equation (6.1) by a simple integration. If we apply
Theorem (6.1), we have the following result:
Theorem (6.3). Suppose that (ax)-(a4) o/§4 are satisfied for ait). Suppose further
that the operator L satisfies hypothesis (M) and f satisfies (6.5) and

J7/(''t)í/'
6^(0,00).

Then every solution o/(6.18)

satisfies (6.7).

Remark (6.2). Dafermos [1] proves a theorem which is similar to
(6.3) in the case where £2 is a bounded interval in R1. His proof is based
construction of a certain Lyapunov function, a technique used by Levin
We close our discussion with some remarks concerning a nonlinear
Consider the equation

(6.19)

Ut(x, t) = | ait-r)

A aiux) dr,

Theorem
upon the
[8].
problem.

u(0) = u(l) = 0,

where the underlying space is 3f?=L2ifJ, 1). We assume as before that a(t) satisfies
conditions (aj)-(a4) in §4 and hence a(07 defines a strongly positive kernel on
L2(0, 1). To find a suitable energy function G(u), we cannot use the general idea
given in §3 but we can use the special form of (6.19). Define the function G(u) on

La(0, 1) n CHO,1) by
(6.20)

G(u) = Í (\UXo(Ç)di\dx.
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Then we have
(6.21)

d

j( G(u) =

f1

o(ux)uxt dx = (o(ux), uxt).

If we impose the further condition

(6.22)

o'($) S m > 0,

o-(O)= 0,

then we have

(6.23)

G(u) s im Í u%dx.
Jo

Recall that for functions vanishing at 0 and 1 we always have

(6.24)

f w2.ox S ci u2dx,
Jo

Jo

c> 0.

Hence (6.23) and (6.24) together imply that G, as defined by (6.20), satisfies hypotheses (G0) and (GO of §3. Theorem (3.1) implies that G(u) and QA[g(u); T] are
bounded and, in particular, \\u\\xand ||w||0 are also bounded for all /SO. To obtain
the second part of Theorem (3.1), we observe that
(6.25)

(g(u), i>) =

— o(ux)v dx =

<j(ux)vx dx,

for all v e C™[0, 1]. Since Cq[0, 1] is dense in 34?, weak boundedness of g(u) will
follow if we can show that the last integral in (6.25) is bounded for each fixed v.
We come now to the first difficulty with nonlinear problems, namely, the estimate
(6.23) does not apply to (6.25) so as to imply weak boundedness of g(u). More
precisely, since <jis not a linear function, we cannot use Schwarz inequality as in
the previous case with linear equations. Thus, we have to make further assumptions
on o. We assume that

(6.26)

KOI Ú m\i\+K\i\\

0 < r < 2.

Using (6.26), we may estimate (g(u), v) in (6.25) by Holder's inequality as follows:
\(g(u),v)\

á Kx^uxdx

+ K2^\2xdxy2,

where Klt K2 are positive constants depending on v e C™[0, 1]. Thus for the type
of nonlinearity (6.26), we obtain weak boundedness of solutions of (6.19). Other
algebraic rate of growth conditions may be imposed on a instead of (6.26); for
example, let o(£) = \£\a sgn i, a>0. Then, the energy functional G is given by

aM'úi[
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Thus, we can apply Holder's inequality to obtain

O'l

\l+l/œ

o \ux\a+1dxj

where C0 is a constant depending on v.
To obtain weak stability of solutions of equation (6.19), we need to verify the
weak uniform continuity of g(u), namely the uniform continuity of
a(ux(x, t))vx(x) dx,

for all v e Com[0, 1]. If this condition is satisfied, then we obtain from Theorem
(3.1) that (d¡8x)aiux) converges weakly to zero. Note that the weak convergence of
(d/dx)o(ux) implies the boundedness of
\dxa(Mx))

dx=\

a'(ux)2uxxdx;

hence, by (6.22), the boundedness of JJ u2xxdx. Since the embedding of 77.° into
77/ is compact, we would deduce, as in the proof of Theorem (6.1), that

Jo

ux(x, t) dx -> 0

as t -> oo.

Unfortunately, we are unable to prove the weak uniform continuity of solutions of
(6.19). The device of differentiating the equation, as we did for the linear equation
(6.1), of course fails for the nonlinear case.
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